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Seebeck, electrical, and thermal conductivity ‘data are reported on CoSb,, and doped and undoped
alloys of Co, -&,Sb, .-,Asy from- 20 to 700 K. n-type semiconductors were obtained by doping
with Ni, Te, or Pd, and the hole concentration in p-type samples was increased by substitution of Fe,
Ru, OS, and Ge. An estimated maximum value for ZT of 0.6 (Z is the figure of merit) was found for
a Te-doped (n-type) alloy at 700 K. For p-type alloys, the maximum value of ZT was found to be
0.3 at 550 K. Electrical and thermal transport data also are reported for CoAss , RhSb, , and IrSb, .
Most of the samples investigated were polycrystalline, but a few measurements on CoSb, single
crystals also are discussed. 8 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Good thermoelectric materials combine a large Seebeck
coefficient (Sj with low electrical resistivity (p) and low thermal conductivity (K). This requirement follows from the dependence of thermoelectric device performance on the operating temperatures and the figure of merit, Z=S2/prc: for
power generation,
Efficiency=

vh-Tcxy1)
Tc + YTh

and for refrigeration,
Coefficient of Performance=

YTc- Th
(T/z-Tc)(l+Y)’

(1)

where T,(T,) is the temperature of the cold (hot end), and
y=&X+?lY
varies with
the average temperature,
T= CT,+ T,J2.’ For both applications, effectiveness increases monotonically with ZT, and ZT-1 is a viability
benchmark.
Not all materials need to be considered as potential thermoelectrics. For ordinary metals the Seebeck coefficient is
too low. For intrinsic semiconductors the ratio of the electrical to thermal conductivity is too low.” Consequently, the
best thermoelectrics discovered are semiconductors that have
been doped and alloyed to maximize 2.3 Si,,Ge,,z is favored
for power generation at high temperatures, and solutions of
(Sb,Bi),(Se,Te), are used in thermoelectric refrigerators3 In
both cases, ZT< 1 at the operating temperature. As part of an
ongoing search for better thermoelectric refrigeration materials, we have conducted a reasonably thorough investigation
of the semiconductors CoSb,, CoAs,, IrSb, , and associated
alloys. These compounds were considered good candidates
because they are covaiently bonded, perhaps yielding high
carrier mobilities, and they have a large number of atoms per
unit cell, a trait associated with low lattice thermal
conductivity.4 Our results for IrSb, are much less promising
than those reported very recently by others.” Many of the
conclusions of prior examinations5’6 of the transport proper*%olid State Division.
“Metals and Ceramic Division.
clAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed.

ties of CoSb? and CoAs? have been confirmed and extended
by this work. Briefly, these materials fail as thermoelectric
materials because they exhibit modest.carrier mobilities but
efficient heat transport by the lattice. The crystal structure of
all of these compounds has 32 atoms per unit cell, but the
low metalloid coordination number (4) may be responsible
for
the
large
lattice
thermal
conductivity.7
In the present work the best material achieved,
Co,.971r,,,Sb,s,Te~,~~As~,~~,has ZTgO.6 at T=700 K.
The semiconductors (Co,Rh,Ir)(P,As,Sb), crystallize in
the skutterudite structure.8 This structure is cubic with 32
atoms per unit cell (space group Im3). Each metal atom has
six metalloid neighbors octahedrally arranged. Each metalloid atom has two metalloid and two metal neighbors, the
four forming a tetrahedral arrangement. Alternately, the skutterudite structure can be described as consisting of square
planar rings of four metalloid atoms with the rings oriented
along either the (loo), (OlO), or (001) crystallographic directions. The metal atoms form a simple cubic sublattice with a
subcell dimension of a/2. Optical measurements give the
band gaps of I&b, and CoAss as 1.4 and 0.2 eV,
respectively.‘*” Electrical resistivity data (see below) indicate a conduction band gap (E,) of 0.6-0.7 eV for CoSb3, in
agreement with recent estimates from band structure
calculations.” Because intrinsic conduction is negligible for
E,> 1 Ok,T, these materials can be doped for optimal thermoelectric performance at and below room temperature. The
extrinsic carrier type depends on the number of valence electrons of the dopant atom in the usual manner: The hole concentration was increased by addition of Fe, Ru, OS, and Ge,
and n-type samples were achieved by doping with Ni, Pd,
and Te.
II. EXPERIMENT

As discussed later, ZT for a CoSb, single crystal was
estimated to be nearly the same as for polycrystalline CoSbs .
Because single crystals are more difficult to obtain, the thermoelectric properties of the skutterudites were gleaned by
studying a large number of polycrystalline samples. Stoichiometric mixtures of Sb (99.9999%), Co (99.998%), and Ir
(99.99 or 99.95%) powders were ground together in air and
heated in evacuated fused silica ampoules at 600-700 “C for
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two to three days. Arsenic chunks (99.9999%) were added in
a helium drybox, and the stoppered ampoule was evacuated
without significant air exposure. Following powder reaction,
3/4-in.-diam pellets were formed by hot pressing (lo7 Pa,
600-700 “C), or cold pressing (lo7 Pa) and sintering at
700 “C!, for the triantimonides and 600 “C for the triarsenide.
For CoAs3 and the alloys, only cold-pressed samples were
made. During hot-pressing the triantimonide pellets were enveloped by graphite foil. For sintering, cold-pressed pellets
were placed in an alumina (99.9%) crucible that rested in an
evacuated fused silica tube. Except for alloyed samples, only
the skutterudite phase was observed in powder x-ray diffraction patterns. All samples exhibited long-term stability in air.
The respective densities of hot and cold-pressed samples
were nominally 90% and 70% of the ideal (x-ray) densities
for the triantimonides. CoAs, pellets had a density of only
-50% of the ideal value. Hot-pressed samples handled well
for cutting and sanding, but cold-pressed samples were susceptible to cracking. Dopants usually were added between
powder reaction and pressing, although occasionally the dopant was included in the powder reaction. The lightest dopant
concentrations were obtained by dilution of more heavily
doped pellets.
The alloying behavior of these compounds is noteworthy. At 650 “C, midway between the usual processing temperatures for CoSb3 and CoAs3, pellets containing 25% and
50% CoAs3 decomposed badly. After cooling, the result was
a deposit of an Sb-As alloy and a pellet that had significant
amounts of both CoSb,-,As, and CoSb*-,,As, . Only a
small amount of decomposition occurred in a 12% CoAs,
sample sintered at 700 “C. At 550 and 600 “C, CoSb, and
CoAs3 did not alloy during 50-100 h anneals. It was found
that bismuth does not substitute for antimony in CoSb,, in
agreement with the previous study,5
For Seebeck coefficient, four-point electrical resistivity,
and van der Pauw configuration Hall probe measurements,
rectangular slabs (-0.15X0.5X 1.8 cm3) were cut from the
fired pellets. The slabs were sanded just prior to mounting in
the measurement systems to avoid artifacts associated with
surface layers, though we have seen no evidence that this is
a substantial problem with these compounds. Electrical resistance and thermopower measurements were made from 20 to
300 K in an automated closed-cycle refrigeration system, and
from 300 to 700 K in an automated furnace system. A standard technique’” was employed, with a small heater to establish a temperature gradient, two 5 mil type E thermocouples
for temperature measurements, and two 3 mil Cu wires as
voltage leads. Each thermocouple and the corresponding
voltage lead were electrically and thermally sunk to the
sample using silver paint. To facilitate current flow for resistance measurements, the sample was bonded to metal endplates with silver paint. Occasional testing against Pt and
constantan standards indicated errors of 25% for both S and
p values, with most of the error in p resulting from estimation of the length of the sample between the voltage contacts.
The S values presented here are relative to Cu, a close approximation to the absolute thermopower for a good thermoelectric. Carrier concentrations at 300 and 77 K that were
less than -2X1019 cms3 were determined within +20% us1014
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FIG. 1. Thermopower versus temperature for several undoped skutterudite
compounds and alloys. RhSbl was a hot-pressed ceramic with 94% of the
theoretical x-ray density (7.9 g/cm3). The remaining materials were coldpressed and sintered and, with the exception of CoAs, , had densities about
70%~of the theoretical maximum. The density of the soft CoAs, ceramic was
only about 47% qf maximum.

ing a Hall effect system with a 0.5 T magnet. Additionally,
for hot-pressed samples more accurate measurements of carrier concentrations were made from 325 to 4.2 K using an 8
T Hall effect system. Thermal conductivity measurements
were made in the range 300-370 K on l/4-in.-diam disks
machined from larger hot-pressed pellets, and on I/4&.diam cold-pressed, sintered pellets. To obtain the thermal
conductivity accurately, account must be taken of heat transfer by processes other than conduction within the solid.12 In
the apparatus used here, several type E thermocouples profile
the temperature along two At-mco iron rods that sandwich the
sample, with indium coupling at the contacts. Errors of less
than 23% are achieved by this technique.13
III. RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

Thermopower and resistivity data for the undoped, coldpressed skutterudites are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Synthesis by cold pressing yielded p-type materials with carrier
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FIG. 2. Resistivity vs temperature for several undoped skutterudite compounds and alloys. The thermopower data for these same samples are shown
in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Thermopower vs temperature for hot-pressed and cold-pressed
CoSbs. It is likely that during the hot-pressing of this compound enough Sb
is lost to change the material from p type to n type. The peak at 100 K for
the n-type material is probably due to phonon drag.

concentrations of 0.8,2-5, and 3-10X 1Or8cme3 for CoAs,,
CoSb3, and IiSb,, respectively, at room temperature. Higher
carrier concentrations were found for JiSb, that were synthesized using an Ir source that contributed approximately
5X10’* cmW3 acceptors. The resistivities increase at low
temperatures primarily because the mobilities decrease, with
only slight decreases in carrier concentrations. This result
suggests that below room temperature the holes predominantly scatter from ionized defect levels that are slightly
above the valence band edge. At higher temperatures the
resistivity of CoAs3 decreases due to activation of intrinsic
carriers across the band gap.” For the other materials, (except RhSbd the resistivity rises at higher temperatures, suggesting that hole mobility is limited by electron-phonon scattering. The RhSb3 data shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are from a
hot-pressed sample. This material was p-type with a hole
mobility of about 1000 cm21V s and a carrier concentration
of 1X10” cmW3.
The Seebeck coefficients of the skutterudites increase
linearly or sub-linearly with temperature until intrinsic conduction becomes active, at which point there is a peak fol-
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RIG. 5. Total thermal conductivity versus temperature for hot-pressed skutterudite ceramics. The ceramics had densities that were typically 924-9596
of the theoretical x-ray density. The solid points are the experimental data,
while the open points represent an extrapolation of the data to higher temperatures.

lowed by a decline. A qualitative understanding of thermopower data is most easily achieved by noting that S is the
average energy per carrier (measured from the Fermi energy)
divided by the electronic charge and the absolute
temperature.r4 Below the thermopower peak, the increase
with temperature is consistent with a picture in which a
growing fraction of holes in a narrow defect band transport
an energy slightly greater than k,T. For IrSb, no Seebeck
peak is observed because conduction by intrinsic carriers is
negligible.
Transport properties of hot-pressed and cold-pressed
CoSb, samples are compared in Figs. 3 and 4. For undoped
materials, hot-pressing of CoSb3 was the only combination
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RIG. 4. Resistivity vs temperature for hot-pressed and cold-pressed CoSb,.
The thermopower data for these samples are shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 6. Total thermal conductivity vs temperature for hot-pressed CoSbs
and for cold-pressed CoSbs and related alloys. The density of the hotpressed sample was 92% of the theoretical x-ray density, and the density of
the cold-pressed ceramics was typically 70% of the maximum. The solid
points are the experimental data, while the open points represent an extrapolation of the data to higher temperatures.
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FIG. 7. Total thermal conductivity vs temperature for doped and undoped
cold-pressed alloys of Coa9,1ro,03Sbz,ssAsa,~~
The solid points are the experimental data, while the open points represent an extrapolation of the data
to higher temperatures.

of material and processing step that generated n-type
(-2X lOi cm-3) conduction, which has been attributed to a
slight Sb deficiency.’ Loss of antimony during hot pressing is
possible. For hot-pressed CoSb,, a conductivity band gap of
0.6-0.7 eV was obtained by fitting the temperature dependent total carrier concentrationr5 (extrinsic plus intrinsic) to
the resistivity data for T>400 K. The optimum band gap
varies slightly depending on whether the mobility is assumed
to vary as T-“‘2 or is held constant.
Thermal conductivity data for 300-370 K are contained
in Figs. 5-7, along with estimates obtained by extrapolation
to higher temperatures. Thermal conductivity data for hotpressed samples of IrSb,, RhSbs, and CoSb3 are shown in
Fig. 5. These data do not follow the rule that larger formula
mass leads to lower thermal conductivity, probably because
the melting points of these skutterudites increase with formula mass. Data for hot-pressed and cold-pressed CoSbs
(Fig. 6) verify that the thermal conductivity scales with the
density. Substitution of As for 8% of the Sb (or Ir for Co) in
CoSb, shortens the phonon mean free path and decreases the
thermal conductivity. Unfortunately, if more As is incorporated decomposition occurs during processing, and the thermal conductivity increases rather than decreasing further.
Because As and Ir enter as neutral atoms in the lattice, they
have little effect on the thermopower or electrical resistivity,
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FIG. 8. Thermopower vs temperature for the p- and n-doped alloys of
Coo.971r,,n3Sb,s,As,,,swith the highest value of ZT.

and the figure of merit is increased by alloying. Figure 7
contains thermal conductivity dam for doped and undoped
samples of the alloy Coo.e71r,,03Sb,s5As~.~~
that possessed the
highest ZT. Most of the variation in the room temperature
thermal conductivities of these alloys (Fig. 7) is due to differences in density and microstructure that occur during processing. Based on the measured electrical conductivity
(Table I) it is estimated that the eIectronic contribution to the
thermal conductivity is 5%-15% of the total, an unfavorable
condition for thermoelectric applications.
In order to estimate 2 at T>370 K, the thermal conductivity results were extrapolated by fitting
~=(a+bT)-’

(2)

to the data. Equation (2) is an often used approximation of
the temperature dependence of the phonon conductivity. As a
check of the validity of these extrapolations, we estimate
K= 10 W/m K for hot-pressed IrSbs at 600 K, compared with
a measured value of 8.5 W/m K given in the literature.”
For a semiconductor with a band gap much greater than
ksT, a dramatic increase in Z can be achieved by doping
because the electrical resistivity decreases sharply with only
a modest decrease in S. Figures 8 and 9 display thermopower
and resistivity data for the doped alloys with the highest 2.
The best P-type and n-type samples result from the as-

TABLE I. Transport properties of some cold-pressed skutterudites at room temperature.
Carrier
density
(lOI cmb3)

Mobility
(cm*/V s)

Resistivity
(ma cm)

Seebeck
coefficient
!PVN

Thermal
conductivity
(W/mK)

CoSb,
CoAs,

5.0
0.8

310
320

4.0
24

+120
t 145

5.3
...

0.02

h%
CoSbdso.3

10
3.1

460
120

1.3
14

+80
+140

12
.. .

0.01

40
3.9

40
240

3.9
5.2

-165
c i45

2.4
2.4

0.09
0.05

Compound

ZT

c0097~0.03
Sb.ssAso.1s
n We

P type

1016
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FIG. 9. Resistivity vs temperature for the p-doped and n-doped alloys of
Co,,~?Ir,,,Sbz,ssAs,.,z with the highest value of ZT. The increase of p below
room temperature for the p-type specimen is partially due to carrier freezeout, indicating a slight activation energy.

prepared alloy (Coo.97Lro.03SbZs5As0.15)
and from an alloy
doped with Te (Co0.97IT0.03Sb2.81Te0.04As0.15).
At concentrations less than 0.01-0.02, both Fe and Te behave as electrically active dopants, and the carrier concentration increases
linearly with impurity concentration. Data taken on coldpressed Co, -XFeXSbssamples (not shown) indicated that the
optimum iron doping occurred for x=0.002. Comparing
these data with the data from the undoped (i.e., unintentionally doped) Co,.971ro.03Sbz.ssAso.u
alloy indicated that this
autodoped alloy has a carrier concentration close to optimal.
Other dopants were also investigated. It was found that
nickel is only slightly inferior to Te for making n-type
samples. As an acceptor, tin is believed to yield considerably
lower Z values than Fe.5 For optimally doped samples, the
carrier concentration and mobility are usually the same at
300 and 77 K, suggesting that the Fermi energy is almost
coincident with the extended band edge. The resistivity increases slowly with temperature above 300 K due to increased scattering by phonons.
The product ZT is given for the best p-type and n-type
samples in Figs. 10 and 11. Five percent errors in both S and
p lead to a 2 15% error in ZT. Unfortunately, the error in the
extrapolated K values is unknown. Near 500 K both the nand p-type samples have ZT values of about 0.3. A report4
that ZT exceeds 1.5 for IrSb, around 500 K was based on
faulty measurements, while the less favorable values of S, p,
and K presented here are in close agreement with those of
others.” Although ZT is at 0.6 and is rising for the n-type
sample at 700 K, CoSba based alloys are not stable at significantly higher temperatures. Therefore, Bi,Te,,See.,,
which has %T=O.9 at 500 K, still appears to be the most
efficient n-type material in this temperature range.3
It was thought that larger Z values might be obtained for
single crystal CoSb, samples, and attempts were made to
fabricate these by flux growth and by the Bridgeman technique. In both cases there were larger Sb inclusions, but it
was possible to extract measurable slabs of CoSb3 from the
Bridgeman-grown crystal. For two samples of this crystal,
the thermopower (60 pV/K) and resistivity (0.4 mfZ cm) at
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 78, No. 2, 15 July 1995
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FIG. 10. ZT vs temperature for the best p-type alloys of
The thermal conductivity data from 300 to 370
COo.97-xFe,Ir,.o,Sbz.s5Aso.~~
K were extrapolated to higher (and lower) temperatures.

300 K indicate a processing-induced carrier concentration in
the low 1019cmW3range. Assuming that its thermal conductivity is greater than that of cold-pressed CoSbs by the appropriate mass density factor, the ZT of the crystal is perhaps
10% better than that of low-density polycrystalline material.
Transport data at room temperature for some of the coldpressed and sintered ceramic compounds and alloys are summarized in Table I. The typical mobilities for p-type and
n-type ceramics were 200-500 cm?V s and 20-80 cm”N s,
respectively. From these data and the data shown in the preceeding figures, it seems unlikely that a superior thermoelectric material will be found in the skutterudite family.
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